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Abstract American universities rely upon a large work-

force of adjunct faculty—contract workers who receive

low pay, no benefits, and no job security. Many news

sources, magazines, and activists claim that adjuncts are

exploited and should receive better pay and treatment. This

paper never affirms nor denies that adjuncts are exploited.

Instead, we show that any attempt to provide a significantly

better deal faces unpleasant constraints and trade-offs.

‘‘Adjunct justice’’ would cost universities somewhere

between an additional $15–50 billion per year. At most,

universities can provide justice for a minority of adjuncts at

the expense of the majority, as well as at the expense of

poor students. Universities may indeed be exploiting

adjuncts, but they cannot rectify this mistake without sig-

nificant moral costs.

Keywords Exploitation � Budget constraints �
Opportunity costs � Academic ethics � Adjuncts’ rights �
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American colleges and universities routinely mistreat and

exploit adjunct faculty, or so many newspapers and

magazines frequently claim (Appiah 2015; Sanchez 2014;

Fruscione 2014). According to the New York Times, about

76 % of higher education faculty in the United States are

contingent, non-tenure-track faculty (Lewin 2013). The

Atlantic complains that the ratio of university president to

adjunct pay can be as high as 357 to 1 (McKenna 2015).

Salon calls ‘‘professors on food stamps’’ the ‘‘shocking true

story of academia in 2014’’ (Sacaro 2014) The Pacific

Standard calls adjuncts the ‘‘new fast food workers’’

(Cholo 2015). Al Jazeera calls adjuncts ‘‘indentured ser-

vants’’ (Kendzior 2013).

In February 2015, adjuncts’ rights activists organized a

‘‘national walk out day’’ to call attention to their working

conditions (Flaherty and Mulhere 2015). In April 2015,

adjuncts across the US staged a ‘‘national day of action,’’

protesting on behalf of a living wage (Flaherty 2015b). In

September 2015, students, staff, and faculty at Saint Louis

University staged a hunger strike in protest (Ado 2015).

Adjunct faculty—short-term contract workers who are

paid a small fee per class—appear to get a raw deal.

Tenure-track faculty receive high pay, full benefits, the

right to participate in university governance, and terrific

job security. In contrast, adjuncts receive low pay, no

benefits, no rights, and no job security. According to the

American Association of University Professors, non-

tenure-track but long-term teaching faculty, such as

instructors and lecturers receive $51,000 and $57,000 in

salary, respectively. Tenure-track assistant professors in the

United States on average earn $71,000 plus benefits. More

senior research faculty, especially faculty at research uni-

versities, earn significantly higher salaries. In contrast, the

New York Times reports that adjuncts on average receive

$2700 per course (Flaherty 2015b). At that rate, an adjunct

teaching a 4–4 load would receive only $21,600 per year

(without benefits), an amount on par with a typical grad-

uate student living stipend.

Whether we like it or not, colleges and universities are a

business. They sell education to customers. Universities
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maintain a wide portfolio of investments, maintain con-

tracts with a wide range of vendors, and employ a diverse

range of contract employees, many of whom only have an

arms–length relationship with their employer. While the

typical for-profit firm tries to maximize its profit, non-profit

universities generally try to maximize their endowments or

operating revenue, while some universities and colleges are

run for profit. Despite this, little serious work has been

done on the ‘‘business ethics’’ of universities.1

Some reporters and activists compare adjuncts to

sweatshop workers or ‘‘indentured servants’’ (Kendzior

2013). Such comparisons, we charitably presume, are not

intended to trivialize the plight of actual sweatshop work-

ers or indentured servants, whose situation is obviously far

worse. Rather, their point is that many of the economic and

moral ethical issues pertaining to sweatshops also pertain

to adjuncts. They claim that there is an oversupply of

advanced degree holders relative to the number of available

tenure-track jobs. As a result, they claim, universities

acquire excessive bargaining power. Universities can

employ adjuncts at low wages and in poor conditions. This

raises the question of whether universities thereby exploit

adjuncts by taking pernicious advantage of adjuncts’ poor

job prospects and low bargaining power.

This paper takes no official stance on whether adjuncts

are exploited or mistreated. Rather, we argue that univer-

sities face economic constraints that limit their ability to

give adjuncts a significantly better deal. Universities might

be unable to rectify whatever wrongs they have committed.

Even if universities do exploit adjuncts, or even if adjuncts

do receive unfairly low pay, it will be prohibitively

expensive, and perhaps impossible, to provide all of them

with good jobs at what activists consider a fair level of pay.

We begin by summarizing the main points of this article:

First, if American universities wish to do the most good

or to advance social justice, it is unclear that they should

reallocate resources to offer adjuncts better jobs and pay.

Perhaps universities should cut costs instead, or reallocate

funds to scholarships, and thereby make college more easily

available to the poor. Thus, there is a problem of priority:

Even if we agree that adjuncts are being treated unjustly, it

not clear this is the first injustice universities should rectify.

Second, we should remember that even if adjunct

working conditions are bad, and even if adjuncts have few

or no good alternative options, these adjuncts nevertheless

choose to work as adjuncts over their other, possibly quite

bad, options.2Universities do not literally enslave adjuncts.

Rather, adjuncts choose to work for bad pay and under poor

conditions because, for whatever reason, they prefer these

jobs to any other options they have. This point holds even

if an adjunct’s only other option is unemployment. This is

strong evidence that working as an adjunct is, for whatever

reason, what the adjuncts themselves consider their best

(i.e., least bad) option. This means simply eliminating

adjunct jobs will harm rather than help the typical adjunct,

unless that adjunct in turn receives an even better option.

Note well, in claiming that adjuncts choose adjuncting over

their other (possibly bad) options, we do not thereby argue

that adjuncts deserve low pay, or that they are not

exploited.

Third, because universities face budget constraints, and

because adjuncts are significantly less expensive than

tenure-track faculty, any attempt to improve the pay and

conditions of adjunct faculty will encounter unpleasant

trade-offs. Suppose a typical university pledges to stop

hiring adjuncts at ‘‘poverty wages’’ but instead pledges

only to hire faculty with high pay and full benefits. The

typical university probably lacks the financial means to

provide most of its current adjuncts with good pay and

benefits. Realistically, universities can afford to provide

‘‘good jobs’’ to the minority of current adjuncts but would

have to fire the majority. Thus, if a typical university

pledges only to offer good jobs, it will thereby push most of

its current adjuncts into a less preferred option. Again, as

we discussed in the last paragraph, removing the opportu-

nity to work as an adjunct will harm the typical adjunct,

unless that opportunity is replaced with an even better

opportunity. But most universities are not in a fiscal posi-

tion to offer most current adjuncts a better opportunity.

Fourth, if universities decide to increase adjunct pay

significantly, they would thereby attract more and better

candidates to such positions, many of whom will outcom-

pete current adjuncts for their jobs. To take an extreme

case, the Service Employees International Union now

calls for adjuncts to receive $15,000 per class (Flaherty

2015a, c). For an adjunct teaching a 4–4 load, this is

$120,000 in pay for 9–10 months of relatively fun work,

with summers and winters off. Many people would con-

sider such conditions and pay highly desirable. $120,000 a

year is far greater than the mean income in the US and

roughly on par with what Harvard MBAs and JDs make

after graduating. As universities increase pay for any given

job, the number of people competing for that job will rise.

This suggests that if universities pay adjuncts significantly

more, many current adjuncts will lose their jobs. They will
1 Indeed, we could no find peer-reviewed articles on this topic

beyond arguments to the effect that for-profit education was

inherently wrong.
2 Zwolinski (2007) makes a similar point about sweatshop workers.

Sweatshop workers may have no good options, but when they choose

to work in exploitative sweatshops over their other (bad) alternatives,

Footnote 2 continued

this is evidence that exploitative sweatshop work is their best option.

If so, simply removing the exploitative sweatshops fails to help them,

unless they are given an even better option.
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have to compete against an expanded pool of labor and,

potentially, better-qualified applicants.

Fifth, any plausible attempt to give adjuncts a better job

is likely to change the number and type of classes that a

university is able to offer, possibly to the detriment of its

students. Because of budget constraints, universities could

at best give ‘‘good jobs’’ to a minority of adjuncts while

eliminating the remaining current adjunct positions. There

would be a drop in the number of faculty and the number of

classes offered, and so average class sizes would increase.

There would likely be less diversity in course offerings and

specialization, as niche courses would become less eco-

nomical to offer. Many tenure-track faculty would have to

cover introductory courses rather than upper level or spe-

cialized courses. Further, many adjunct courses are taught

by moonlighting working professionals who also hold a

part-time appointment at a local university. The adjunct

purge would likely mean there would be fewer practicing

attorneys teaching pre-law, business leaders teaching extra

business courses, novelists teaching specialized writing

topics, or policy professionals teaching about their areas of

expertise. Students would likely lose access to the wisdom

gained by real-world experience.

Our goal in this paper is neither to affirm nor to deny that

universities owe adjuncts more than they currently receive.

Readers could take a wide range of positions on this ques-

tion and still accept our conclusions. Instead, our goal is to

show that any attempt to help adjuncts faces unpleasant

trade-offs and serious opportunity costs. Due to budget

constraints and other factors, many proposed solutions to the

adjunct crisis are likely to harm rather than help most current

adjuncts. Even if adjuncts deserve much more, it may not be

possible to give them what they deserve.

We see this paper as taking the first step toward serious

work on questions of exploitation in academic employ-

ment. So far, most of the newspaper and magazine articles

covering the issue write as if the only obstacles to ‘‘adjunct

justice’’ are budgetary cuts, faculty indifference, and

administrative greed. The issue is far more complex and

the obstacles more challenging.

The Academic Labor Market

In this paper, we argue that economic constraints, including

budget constraints, will prevent universities from being

able to give most current adjuncts a significantly better

deal. In this section, we briefly summarize some unusual

features of the academic job market. We do not naively

assume that the adjunct job market is a normal, competi-

tive, ECON 101-type market.

In a competitive market, for-profit business firms hire

workers in order to increase profit. A firm continues to hire

additional workers so long as the firm profits, that is, so

long as hiring each additional worker increases the firm’s

revenue more than it increases its costs (Krugman and

Wells 2012, pp. 319–322, pp. 552–554; Mankiw 2014,

pp. 260–262). In a competitive market, neither the firm nor

the workers have significant bargaining power; neither can

push the other into bad deal. Firms cannot offer wages far

below the workers’ marginal product, as other firms can

then profit by outbidding them. Workers cannot demand

wages far above their marginal products, as other workers

can then profit by underbidding them. Instead, in a com-

petitive market, the equilibrium price of wages will tend to

equal the worker’s marginal product. If the marginal

worker produces $15/hour of value, she will make $15/

hour. If she produces more, she will make more; if she

produces less, she will make less.

This is the first pass, week six of ECON 101 analysis of

labor markets. More advanced questions in labor eco-

nomics largely explore how real markets deviate from the

basic model (Isen 2015; Frank 1984). For example, some

economists argue that workers get paid slightly less then

their marginal products, because the basic model assumes

perfect information and does not account for employer

search costs (Isen 2015).

Universities depart from the basic model in a number of

interesting ways. First, the typical four-year college or

university is a not-for-profit institution. The market does

not discipline not-for-profit entities the way it disciplines

firms. How to determine the marginal value of not-for-

profit workers is a classic economics problem.

Further, the academic market does not appear to be what

economists call a competitive market.3 According to one

peer-reviewed analysis, only about 12.8 % of PhD gradu-

ates in the United States can hope to land a tenure-track job

(Larson et al. 2014). In certain humanities such as English,

the glut of applicants relative to new job openings is now a

normal and recurring feature of academic employment

(Colander and Zhuo 2015). Since the majority of PhD

graduates in the majority of fields wish to enter academia,

this suggests that there are on average roughly eight PhDs

for every tenure-track spot. If so, then universities are

likely to enjoy increased bargaining power and will be able

to offer many faculty relatively bad deals. Indeed, this is at

the center of adjuncts’ rights activists’ complaints

Further, universities are heavily subsidized, both

directly and indirectly, by both governmental and non-

governmental sources. Universities receive large grants

from government and industry. Much of their operating

3 In a competitive market, neither buyers nor sellers can exercise

control over a price. Professors advising job candidates sometimes

casually say, ‘‘The job market in academia is highly competitive, so to

get a tenure-track job, one needs to stand out or be lucky.’’ But this

comment uses a different definition of ‘‘competitive.’’
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revenue comes from endowment interest. Universities

receive indirect subsidies, as many students pay tuition

with government-secured or government-issued student

loans. These factors likely distort the ‘‘price’’ universities

charge and in turn distort the academic labor market in

various ways (Peltzman 1973; Turner 2012; Turner 2014;

Fullerton and Metcalf 2014). We invoke these points not to

decry grants or student aid but simply to note that the

academic labor market is likely to depart from the basic

model.

Universities also likely suffer from Baumol’s Cost

Disease (Baumol and Bowen 1966). According to William

Baumol and William Bowen, as technology changes, cer-

tain forms of work become more productive, while others

do not. For instance, thanks to technological advancements,

factory workers are much more productive now than pre-

vious factory workers or early craftspeople, while a sym-

phony is not more productive today than it was in

Beethoven’s time. However, an orchestra company does

not just need to compete with other orchestra companies

for labor but must also compete with other employers in

industries that have enjoyed productivity growth. The

problem, Baumol and Bowen conclude, is that firms in low

productivity fields may thus have to pay workers above

their marginal productivity. Baumol thought academia was

a paradigmatic example of an industry suffering from a

cost disease.

In various ways, the academic labor market is strange.

Nevertheless, basic economic principles still apply. Budget

constraints exist, even in the not-for-profit world of tradi-

tional higher education.4 Everything a university does has

an opportunity cost. Money spent helping adjuncts is

money not spent doing something else. Money has to come

from somewhere. If universities sweeten the deal they

provide adjuncts, this will entice more people to compete

for those jobs. All of these basic points hold even though

academic job market is unusual.

Adjuncts’ Principal Complaints and the Minimally
Good Teaching Job

The Chronicle of Higher Education, Inside Higher Edu-

cation, Slate, and other magazines routinely run stories

profiling the plight of various adjuncts. Activist groups

such as Precaricorps and New Faculty Majority also

frequently list complaints and advance prescriptions to

alleviate the current conditions of adjunct faculty (Quart

2015; New Faculty Majority 2015). Thanks to these sets of

sources, we know what adjuncts’ principal objections are

1. Low Pay Adjuncts receive on average about $2700 per

course in the United States (Lewin 2013) This pay is

meant to cover their work both inside and outside the

classroom. If we assume, for the sake of argument, that

the typical adjunct spends 4 h preparing, grading, or

meeting with students for every hour inside the

classroom, this brings her effective hourly rate to just

over $13/h. (In contrast, a new assistant professor

making $71,000/year and working 2080 h per year

makes over $34/h, not including benefits and perks).

2. No Benefits Tenure-track and other full-time faculty

receive health, dental, vision, life, and disability

insurance, retirement benefits, and tuition benefits for

dependents. These benefits tend to be worth an

additional 33 % or more of salary. When taking such

benefits into account, the effective hourly rate of a

tenure-track assistant professor making $71,000 in

salary, with about $24,000 in benefits (33 % of salary),

is closer to $45/h (Flaherty 2015b). Adjuncts receive

no benefits—they must purchase insurance through

independent markets, such as through HealthCare.gov.

3. No Perks Tenure-track and other full-time faculty

usually receive private offices, computers, laboratories,

conference travel support, and large research budgets.

Adjuncts usually receive no such perks. Many have to

meet with students in the library or other public spaces

on campus.

4. Job Insecurity New tenure-track faculty are assured

long-term contracts. Once tenured, they expect lifetime

employment. In contrast, adjuncts work semester by

semester. They might receive a teaching offered only

days before a class begins or might have a class

canceled a week or even a month into a semester.

Adjuncts also lack opportunities for upward mobility.

They are often passed over for full-time teaching

opportunities and do not receive priority consideration

on account of their teaching records. Many adjuncts

also note that they lack professional development

support from their employers (Flaherty 2015d). Others

contend that they have little to no academic freedom

protections when under consideration for contract

renewal.

5. Low Status Tenure-track and other full-time faculty

have varying degrees of voting rights in their depart-

ments and may participate in faculty governance.

Adjuncts lack such rights, fostering a sense that they

are regarded as second-class citizens. Full-time faculty

often have no idea who the adjuncts are. They do not

4 For a lengthier discussion of the unusual economics of higher

education, see Winston (1999). In strongly cautioning against the

application of standard economic principles to higher education,

Winston notes a number of commonalities between universities and

other non-profit enterprises that are still subject to budgetary trade-

offs and, in particular, a non-distribution constraint upon their

revenue intake.
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invite adjuncts to participate in the intellectual life of

the university, to participate in departmental colloquia,

attend fancy dinners with speakers, or come to

departmental parties and functions. Some adjuncts’

rights activists go so far as to claim that creating

adjunct positions is inherently disrespectful and sexist

because of its two-tiered partitioning of the instruc-

tional workforce amidst a gender disparity between

male and female tenured faculty (Schell 2004).

6. Inconvenience To make ends meet, many adjuncts

string together teaching gigs across multiple universi-

ties. They thus spend more time commuting than

typical full-time professors. They often have limited or

no access to department resources, including free

printing services, office supplies, or support staff.

Many adjuncts claim that they thus suffer unfair or

unjust treatment from universities.

Adjuncts’ rights activists seem to agree that these are the

problems, but they do not all agree on what the solution is.

They dispute what constitutes fair, just, or at least ‘‘good

enough’’ treatment. Some wish to see universities convert

existing adjunct positions into tenure-track jobs. Others

claim that universities should reallocate resources and hire

adjuncts as long-term, permanent teaching faculty, if not as

tenure-track faculty.5 Still other adjuncts’ rights groups

simply demand that universities pay adjuncts much more.

For example, the Service Employees International Union

(SEIU), which represents many adjuncts, demands a

national rate of $15,000 per course (Flaherty 2015a, c).

For the purposes of this paper, let us assume that

adjuncting is a bad job for the reasons noted by adjunct

rights activists. We therefore define a bad academic job as

one that exhibits the six features above: low pay, no ben-

efits, no perks, insecurity, low status, and inconvenience.

In contrast, let us define a ‘‘minimally good job’’ as a job

that removes these six features. Let us say that a minimally

good academic job offers a base salary of $50,000 a year,

plus full benefits (worth 33 % of base salary), to teach a

3–3 load. Let us say it also includes $3000/year in research

support, including travel, book, and computer budgets. Let

us estimate that being provided with an office is worth at

least $2000/year. (To provide an office requires space, and

to build and maintain space costs money). On this

definition, providing a minimally good job costs a uni-

versity about $72,000.

Some adjuncts’ rights activists might think that what we

call a minimally good job is not good enough to be called

minimally good. Perhaps it is not, but if not, this

strengthens our argument. As we will argue below, it is

extremely expensive to replace adjuncts with faculty

holding ‘‘minimally good jobs.’’ If what we are calling a

minimally good job is not good enough, then meeting

activists’ demands will be even more expensive.

How Many Adjuncts are There?

To estimate the cost of providing adjuncts a better deal, we

first need a good estimate of how many adjuncts there are

in the United States, as well as their distribution across

various types of academic institutions. The distributional

question is particularly telling, as extensive evidence points

to a significant disparity in adjunct employment rates

between traditional 4-year colleges and universities, 2-year

associate degree or community colleges, and especially for-

profit colleges and universities. According to a breakdown

in the American Association of University Professors’

(AAUP) most recent study of adjuncting at the institutional

level (published in 2006), adjunct employment ranges from

23.5 % of all faculty at public doctoral universities to

65.6 % of all faculty at community colleges. For-profit

colleges are noteworthy in that they almost exclusively

employ adjuncts. Private institutions and undergraduate

colleges use slightly higher rates of adjuncts than public

doctoral universities, though significantly below commu-

nity colleges (American Association of University Profes-

sors 2006, Table 2; Christensen 2008). Our own

calculations from the AAUP study reveal the disparity:

Part-time faculty employment percentages by institution type

% Adjunct

4-year colleges and universities (all types) 34.45

2-year associate degree colleges 65.60

For-profit colleges and universities 93.13

Source Authors’ calculations from John W. Curtis and Monica F.

Jacobs, Consequences: An Increasingly Contingent Faculty, Ameri-

can Association of University Professors 2006, Table 2

According to the Department of Education, there are a

total of 791,391 full-time faculty (tenured, tenure-track,

and permanent but non-tenure-track faculty) and 752,669

part-time (i.e., adjunct) faculty in the United States as of

2013, the most recent available year (US Department of

Education 2013). The ratio of good jobs to bad jobs is thus

5 For instance, some universities have a two-tier permanent faculty

system. Tenure-track faculty (assistant, associate, and full professors)

teach fewer courses, have high research expectations, and receive

higher pay. Non-tenure-track permanent faculty (lecturers, senior

lecturers, teaching professors, professors of the practice, etc.) have no

research expectations, teach more courses, and receive less pay than

tenure-track faculty. Still, these teaching faculty often sign long-term

(e.g., five-year) contracts with every expectation of renewal and enjoy

full benefits.
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close to 50:50. About 50 % of faculty have ‘‘good jobs,’’

i.e., jobs that lack the six problems discussed in Sect. 3,

while about 50 % are adjuncts.

Popular news sources sometimes misreport that 76 % of

all university faculty are adjuncts (Lewin 2013). Rather,

76 % of all higher education faculty, including faculty at

for-profit and associates’ degree granting universities, are

non-tenure-track, but this does not mean that 76 % are

adjuncts. For purposes of our examination, we include full-

time contingent faculty among persons defined as having

minimally ‘‘good jobs.’’ We recognize that long-term job

security is a separate concern among some full-time non-

tenurable positions at the lecturer, instructor, ‘‘teaching

professor,’’ or ‘‘professor of the practice’’ levels. We

include all full-time faculty together, both for consistency

with the Department of Education’s statistical reporting

practices and because non-tenure-track full-time faculty

typically receive pay, benefits, and faculty rights that are

comparable to our minimum baseline for a junior faculty

appointment.

Indeed, a recent study of full-time contingent faculty

found that ‘‘being removed from the tenure-track is not

associated with faculty viewing their jobs in a substantially

different (or inferior) way than those in tenure-line posi-

tions.’’ (Ott and Cisneros 2015). Note, however, if we are

wrong about the categorization of contingent full-time

faculty, this would actually strengthen our argument here,

because it would mean it is even more expensive to provide

minimally good jobs to all adjuncts.

Unfortunately, we could not find good data directly

surveying what percent of classes adjunct faculty teach or

how many total classes adjuncts teach. Even if about 50 %

of faculty are adjuncts, not all of them are teaching full

course loads. However, we can make a good estimate of the

total number of courses adjuncts teach using other data. In

a recent Coalition for the Academic Workforce survey,

43.2 % of adjuncts say they teach just one course per

semester, 27.5 % say they teach two courses, 15.5 % say

they teach three courses, 7.1 % say they teach four, 3.6 %

say they teach five, and 3.1 % say they teach six or more

(Coalition on the Academic Workforce, Table 16). Only a

small percentage of adjuncts teach a load equivalent to that

of a full-time faculty member. Since there are about

752,669 adjunct faculty, we can calculate (using these

percentages) that adjuncts teach about 1578,336 classes per

year. Since we define ‘‘minimally good job’’ as a job that

teaches 6 courses a year, this represents the equivalent of

about 263,056 minimally good jobs, in terms of courses

taught.

Some may object that these numbers are too low or

understate the number of adjuncts working ‘‘full’’ loads.

We might make note of the fact that about 22 % of

adjuncts state that they teach at two or more institutions,

meaning there is almost assuredly some double reporting in

the U.S. Department of Education survey (Coalition on the

Academic Workforce, Table 17). Still, many adjuncts’

rights activists claim that universities poorly track or even

intentionally under-report their adjunct numbers to obscure

their growth. Let us grant for a moment that these claims

are true and adjuncts are underreported. Again, this means

we are selling our argument short. If these numbers are too

low, it means the problem of budget trade-offs is actually

worse than we claim below. If these are indeed conserva-

tive numbers, then this means that providing every current

adjunct working a full load will be even more expensive

and difficult than we claim below. Imagine, contrary to the

US Department of Higher Education numbers, that 76 % of

all US faculty really are professional adjuncts teaching

eight courses a year for $21,600. If so, that makes it even

more expensive to give them all minimally good jobs

(Fig. 1).

How Much Would Adjunct Justice Cost?

The adjuncts’ rights movement wants adjuncts to get a

better deal, including increased pay and benefits. But this

money has to come from somewhere. Few universities,

even those with large endowments, sit on a huge pile of

uncommitted, disposable cash. To pay for adjunct justice,

universities either need to reallocate money in their current

budgets or increase their budgets. To do so, it requires that

they cut other programs, fire other employees, or raise

revenue from mewhere. Since most universities and col-

leges have weak research profiles, most would have to raise

revenue by raising tuition.

Suppose someone argued that all current adjuncts,

including the majority who teach just one or two courses,

should be provided with what we call a minimally good

teaching job. Since a minimally good job costs universities

$72,000 per job, and since there are about 752,669

adjuncts, this proposal would cost universities

$54,192,158,000 per year, about $49 billion more than they

already pay their adjuncts. (At $2700 per course, univer-

sities are paying about $4261,507,200 for the *1.5 million

courses adjuncts teach).

However, probably no one thinks that universities

should provide all current adjuncts, even those who teach

one course, with a full-time job paying $50,000 plus ben-

efits. Thus, let us consider more modest and reasonable

proposals.

The SEIU demands that adjuncts be paid $15,000 a

course, a large increase over the average $2700 per course

adjuncts currently receive. At $2700 average per course, the

current cost of providing these adjunct-taught classes is

$4261,507,200, not including any of the search costs,
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transaction costs, or overhead costs associated with staffing

the classes. At $15,000/course, this rises to $23,675,040,000,

for an increase of about $19 billion. Again, this number does

not include any related search, transaction, or overhead

costs.

Suppose, instead, that we regard the current batch of

adjuncts as providing the equivalent of, or a substitute for

263,056 full-time instructors teaching a 3–3 load. Suppose

universities thus decided to eliminate all adjuncts and

instead hire 263,056 faculty with ‘‘minimally good jobs,’’

as defined in Sect. 3. Right now, universities have hired

about 752,669 adjuncts to teach 1578,336 courses. This

costs universities about $4261,507,200 in salary. To

replace these 752,669 adjuncts with 263,056, minimally

good teaching jobs at $72,000 apiece would cost univer-

sities $18,940,032,000, for an increase of nearly $15 bil-

lion. Again, this number does not include any related

search, transaction, or overhead costs.

Perhaps asking universities to spend an addition $15 or

$19 billion on teaching does not seem like that much. Note,

however, that our definition of a ‘‘minimally good job’’ was

highly conservative. We are defining a minimally good job

as a job that permanently pays $50,000 a year plus benefits.

This job offers no merit or equity raises. It has no possi-

bility of advancement, increased research funds, or

increased perks and stature as the duration of employment

advances. It assumes a static salary at the moment of the

hire.

The adjuncts’ rights movement presumably wants

adjuncts to get more than that. Presumably it wants

adjuncts to be provided a higher starting pay plus the

possibility of real (rather than mere cost of living) pay

increases. Suppose instead that adjuncts’ rights movement

argued that universities should create a secondary tier of

permanent teaching faculty, who make over the course of

their careers about 75 % of what tenure-track faculty make.

Let us thus define ‘‘pretty good jobs’’ as having the same

features as ‘‘minimally good jobs,’’ except that the faculty

with pretty good jobs make 75 % of what tenure-track

faculty tend to make. To replace adjuncts with faculty

holding pretty good jobs rather than with faculty holding

minimally good jobs would cost universities significantly

more. The typical tenure-track professor spends most of her

career at the rank of full professor, and full professors

average $122,000 per year, plus benefits (US Department

of Education 2013). Thus, suppose universities stop using

adjuncts. They replace these adjuncts with 263,056 full-

time professors, each of whom has a ‘‘pretty good job’’

averaging, let us say, $122,000 in salary and benefits. This

would cost universities $32,092,832,000 per year; about a

$28 billion increase.

Suppose, instead, that we reject a two-tier academic

system. Suppose that we instead hold that adjuncts should

be given typical tenure-track jobs with similar pay and

benefits. Using the AAUP data, a conservative estimate is

that a typical tenure-track assistant professor receives

$71,000/year in salary. With benefits and perks, this likely

brings the total cost to the university to over $100,000. Let

us conservatively estimate that assistant professors thus

cost $100,000 a year. We could not find good data about

the average teaching load of a tenure-track faculty member.

Faculty at high output research universities often teach two

Fig. 1 Source U.S. Department

of Education, Digest of

Education Statistics (2014),

chart derived from

Tables 315.10 & 303.10
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to four courses a year, while faculty at other universities or

liberal arts colleges often teach six to eight courses a year.

Let us estimate that the average tenure-track professor

teaches 5 courses a year. If adjuncts are teaching 1578,336

courses, then they are a substitute for about 178,789

assistant professors teaching 5-course loads. Suppose we

thus replaced all adjuncts with 315,667 additional tenure-

track assistant professors, each of whom makes $100,000

in salary and benefits. This would cost universities

$31,566,700,000, for an initial increase of over $27 billion.

As these new tenure-track faculty are later promoted to

associate and full professors, these costs would increase

dramatically.

Cost Comparison of adjunct justice proposals

Proposal Wage/salary Est. spending

increase

‘‘Minimally good job’’—all

current adjuncts converted to

full-time positions

$50,000 ?

Benefits

$49 billion

‘‘Minimally good job’’—full-

time equivalents of current

adjunct teaching load

$50,000 ?

Benefits

$15 billion

Tenure-track equivalents of

current adjunct teaching load

$71,000 ?

benefits

increasing over

time

$27 billion

increasing

over time

‘‘Pretty good job’’—full-time

equivalents of current adjunct

teaching load

$122,000 ?

Benefits

$28 billion

SEIU per-class proposal $15,000/class $19 billion

These estimates are probably low, because we are

making some heroic and implausible assumptions. For

instance, in calculating these numbers, we imagine that

universities could replace all adjuncts with much smaller

number of full-time instructors teaching 3–3 or 2–3 loads.

This is probably false. To illustrate, suppose a university

has 30 departments. Suppose each department employs 3

adjuncts, each of whom teaches 1 class, for a total of 90

adjunct-taught courses. In some sense, this is equivalent to

15 full-time teaching faculty teaching a 3–3 load. However,

we probably cannot find 15 instructors to teach these 90

courses, as few faculty have the expertise to teach in

multiple departments. An adjunct teaching BIOL 101

probably cannot also cover intro composition, ECON 101,

and PHIL 101. Thus, if all departments are told they must

not use adjuncts but must instead hire teaching faculty with

minimally good jobs, many would just stop using adjuncts

altogether. This observation illustrates that one upside of

employing adjuncts may be to increase the diversity of

course offerings.

So far, we have estimated that ‘‘adjunct justice’’ would

cost universities between $15–50 billion. These are large

amounts, but universities spend lots of money. Perhaps an

additional $15–50 billion in teaching costs could be

absorbed easily.

However, when we look at university budget data, this is

far from obvious. According to the US Department of

Education (U.S. Department of Education 2013), in

2012–2013, public and private universities and colleges

(excluding for-profits) spent $477 billion on all expenses.

Of this, about $139 billion was spent on instruction. Of

this, about $100 billion was spent on faculty salary, wages,

and benefits. Thus, the proposals we have considered here

range from about 15 % on the conservative end to an

increase of over 50 % in teaching costs under the most

generous terms.

To pay for such a massive increase in wages and ben-

efits, colleges must either raise additional revenue or

reallocate their revenue from elsewhere. We take no

position as to whether this might entail raising tuition fees,

requesting additional public support, fundraising from

private sources, cutting other university functions, or some

combination. We only note that each of these options has

many obstacles as well as a number of potential downsides

for the parties they involve. In any case, even if universities

can somehow afford to pay such costs, they will still have

to make the difficult trade-offs we discuss below.

Why Not Reduce Tuition Instead?

Almost any attempt to improve the plight of adjuncts costs

money. This money has to come from somewhere. It has an

opportunity cost: any money spent helping adjuncts is

money not being spent doing something else of value.

Thus, no analysis of what universities owe adjuncts is

complete unless it identifies the opportunity costs associ-

ated with helping adjuncts. The argument cannot simply be

that adjuncts should get more money, but instead that

adjuncts should get the money rather than someone or

something else.

In The Fall of the Faculty, political scientist Benjamin

Ginsberg argues that universities have severely misallocated

resources (Ginsberg 2013). Ginsberg claims that universities

now suffer from severe administrative bloat. In the past

40 years, U.S. higher education has expanded the number of

administrators and non-teaching staff by 300 % or more, far

out-pacing the growth in the number of students or faculty

(Ginsberg 2013, p. 39). Ginsberg argues at great length that

the proliferation of deans, deanlets, associate deans, assistant

deans, assistants to the assistant deans, directors, and the like

is pernicious. These expanding positions drive up the costs of
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college, but most of these new administrators, he argues, have

a negative net value.

Suppose for the sake of argument that Ginsberg is right.

Or, suppose for the sake of argument that universities are

misallocating their funds in other ways, perhaps by funding

costly sports teams, unnecessary climbing walls, or

unneeded or overly fancy buildings. One might then con-

clude that universities could easily absorb a $15–50 billion

or greater increase in teaching costs by reallocating money

away from administrators or football programs. Since

education and research are the two core missions of the

university, this seems like an obvious trade-off. Indeed, it

seems disturbing that most university funds do not go

toward either teaching or research.

Perhaps it is wildly optimistic to believe universities will

reallocate money toward instruction and research, but that

does not imply they should not. The university president

might not want to cut the football program and reallocate the

money to instruction, but that does not mean she cannot do so.

On the other hand, sometimes a university’s hands are

tied. Sometimes, in light of donor agreements, regulations,

legislative mandates, prior binding contracts, lack of

demand, or whatnot, universities lack sufficient discretion

over their own spending. If so, if the university genuinely

cannot much change how it spends money, then perhaps

the university lacks an obligation to reform its spending.

Still, even if we suppose that a university can and should

reduce the money it spends on unnecessary administrators,

football coaches, rock climbing walls, and other extraneous

projects, it is not obvious that the best or most just thing for

a university can do is reallocate that money to provide

adjuncts with minimally or pretty good jobs. After all, the

university could instead reduce its operating costs and thus

make college more affordable to its poorest students or to

middle-class students who marginally fail to qualify for

financial aid due to university resource constraints. It could

use the money to create additional scholarship programs

for disadvantaged but talented youth. It could use that

money to create mentoring programs to ensure first gen-

eration college students.

In recent years, the US seems to have experienced a

crisis in student loan debt (Weiss Weiss and Mitchell

2015). Many college students are graduating with high debt

and few job prospects. Instead of reallocating money to

help adjuncts, universities could reduce costs, increase

scholarship funds, or provide debt relief to previously

graduated students. It is not obvious that universities

should prioritize helping adjuncts over helping poor or

debt-ridden students.

We take no side here on who should be helped or which

group is higher priority. Our point is merely that when

universities decide to help adjuncts, they thereby forego an

opportunity to ease the financial burden of their students.

That said, there are some reasons to prefer helping poor

students before helping adjuncts. Beleaguered adjuncts have

greater responsibility for their own condition than poor

students who cannot afford college or who must take on

massive debt to attend college. If an adjunct has a master’s

degree or a PhD, the adjunct is probably quite intelligent and

thus most likely could have chosen to invest his or her skills

in a more lucrative field with better chances of success.

Further, many such adjuncts either knew or should have

known that their chances of landing a tenure-track academic

job were low. Before investing 5–10 years in pursuit of a

PhD, the adjuncts in question could easily have discovered

(for instance, by reading the Chronicle of Higher Education)

that employment prospects were poor, and that were starting

down a risky path. Further, many such adjuncts have exit

options; they could, if they tried, get a job doing something

else or could get training that would help them to get a job

doing something else. In contrast, poor students have done

nothing imprudent; they just have the misfortune of being

born to poor wealthy parents.

Again, in making this comparison, we do not thereby

argue that universities are justified in how they treat

adjuncts. Nor need we claim that adjuncts are entirely

responsible for their bad results. Rather, we have two

points. First, a dollar spent helping an adjunct is a dollar

not spent helping poor students. Second, it is not obvious

that a university should prioritize helping adjuncts over

helping students. From the standpoint of social justice,

perhaps it is better (A) to help poor students, even if that

means continuing to exploit adjuncts, rather than (B) to

offer adjuncts a good deal at the expense of failing to help

poor college students.

Any theory of adjunct justice must take a stance on this

point, or others like it. Yet popular articles on adjunct

justice almost never consider this trade-off. They argue that

universities should pay adjuncts more. But the real issue is

whether universities should pay adjuncts more or use the

money to help poor students.

Adjunct Justice for the Few at the Expense
of the Many

Adjuncts might have unjust or unfair working conditions,

but, nevertheless, they choose these working conditions

over their other available alternatives. They prefer being

adjuncts, with all the attendant awfulness, over being

unemployed, getting training elsewhere, teaching high

school, working in private industry, or whatnot. This means

eliminating their current adjunct positions will deliver them

a less preferred option, and in that sense harm them.

Just how severe the harm is depends on what adjuncts’

other options are. The fewer the options, or the worse the
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other options, the greater the harm done by eliminating

their positions. Thus, suppose all current adjuncts have

only two options: they can be unemployed or work as

adjuncts for low pay. In that case, firing them would be

devastating. If, however, most could quit and work in high

paying professional jobs, firing them would not be so bad.

‘‘Justice for adjuncts’’ necessarily involves trade-offs.

Above, we discussed how much it would cost to replace the

current batch of poorly-paid adjuncts with long-term

‘‘minimally good’’ or ‘‘pretty good’’ teaching jobs or with

tenure-track jobs. To do so would cost universities at least

$15 billion and probably much more. In each case, the

suggestion was that universities would no longer use

752,669 adjuncts to teach an estimated 1578,336 classes

but instead replace those adjuncts with about a smaller

number of full-time teaching faculty.

If universities followed any of these suggestions, they

would then need to terminate the employment of roughly

490,000 adjuncts—thus making these adjuncts take a less

preferred and possibly quite bad option—in order to offer

minimally good jobs to the remaining 260,000 adjuncts

(Even this heroically assumes that the 260,000 people who

get good jobs will all be hired from the current adjunct

pool. As we discuss below, this is probably false).

When we provide better jobs for the few, we deliver

even worse outcomes for the majority. We thus have to ask,

is it better to give 750,000 adjuncts bad jobs (jobs which

they nevertheless prefer to their other available options), or

give 260,000 of them good jobs, while simultaneously, and

as a result, fire half a million of them and thus leave them

with what they consider a worse outcome? We do not offer

an answer to this question. Our point is merely that any

attempt to provide justice for adjuncts must answer it. A

concern for ‘‘justice for adjuncts’’ severely underdetermi-

nes the answer to the question.

One might try to argue as follows: Universities are not

under any obligation to employ as many people as possible,

to maximize welfare for people who want academic jobs or

to provide aspiring academics with good jobs. Instead, their

duties are conditional: If they decide to hire someone, they

owe that person a minimally good job, a job that meets

certain independent standards of employer–employee jus-

tice, whatever those standards might be. On this reasoning,

it is indeed morally superior not to hire someone, rather

than give her a bad job, even if that person strongly prefers

a bad job to her other options. For this reason, one might

argue, it is indeed preferable for colleges to give the

minority of adjuncts minimally good jobs and the majority

nothing, rather than give them all bad jobs.6

This line of reasoning seems most plausible when

starting from scratch, when a university has just opened

and has no history or pre-existing relations with adjuncts.

But, as it stands, many of the adjuncts in question are now

dependent upon their current part-time positions, insecure

as these positions may be. If universities stop re-hiring

them for future semesters, they do not simply fail to hire

them but rather break off an existing relationship and

change existing expectations. Failing to renew adjunct

contracts is more like firing the adjuncts than simply failing

to hire them in the first place. Perhaps in the long run this is

for the better, but it will cause significant harm up front.

In the end, it is not plausible that universities can help

all adjuncts or give them all a better deal. Instead, because

of budget constraints, they can at best help some and hurt

others. We take no official stand on how universities should

resolve this dilemma. Our point is just that an intellectually

serious theory of adjunct justice must acknowledge and

resolve it.

Adjunct Justice and Job Gentrification

There is yet another obstacle to improving the working

conditions, pay, and benefits current adjuncts receive. The

problem is that, all things equal, as any job offers better pay

and benefits, the number of people who compete for the

job, and the qualifications of applicants, will tend to

increase. This is just how supply curves for labor work. As

pay rises, it is likely that higher skilled or better-qualified

people will end up receiving those jobs. We might call this

the problem of ‘‘job gentrification.’’

To illustrate with an extreme and unrealistic case, sup-

pose Harvard announces it will pay adjuncts $10 million

per course. At such a high rate, almost every professor in

the country, even other tenured professors at Harvard,

would probably be willing to quit their jobs to take that

adjunct position for a year. Some people would pursue a

PhD in order to compete for such a lucrative job. Most

likely, since Harvard would now have the pick of the

world’s best and brightest for its adjunct gigs, it would not

hire some marginal adjunct with a masters’ degree but

instead hire an extremely high quality candidate with a

terminal degree in her field, a record of teaching awards,

impressive peer-reviewed publications, or a Nobel prize.

The point is that as adjunct pay rises, or as adjunct jobs

are replaced with higher paying alternatives, the quantity

and quality of people competing for these jobs will both

rise. That is just ECON 101. The Harvard case is an

6 Arnold and Bowie (2003) argue for a similar position. In their view,

multi-national corporations do not owe employment to potential

workers and are not under a standing duty to maximize welfare.

Footnote 6 continued

However, if an employer decides to hire a worker, then that employer

must provide a living wage.
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extreme one meant to illustrate the principle. But the

principle holds true, if less dramatically, at realistic prices.

Right now, universities pay on average $2700 per course

for adjunct teaching. If they were to pay $15,000 per

course, as the SEIU proposes, many new entrants to the

adjunct market would compete with currently employed

adjuncts to teach the same courses. For instance, many

current tenure-track assistant professors and tenured asso-

ciate professors would find teaching an extra course for

$15,000 a highly lucrative additional source of income.

At $15,000 a class, an adjunct teaching a full 4–4 course

load would make $120,000 a year. This salary is higher

than almost all entry-level tenure-track positions outside of

business, economics, medicine, or law, and even then only

at elite universities. It would undoubtedly prove highly

attractive to a number of well-qualified persons with

advanced degrees who currently work outside of academia.

Many current adjuncts, and particularly those who lack

terminal degrees or do not publish regularly, would have

great difficulty even retaining their present positions in

light of the influx of new applicants—many of them better-

qualified—that this high proposed compensation level

would undoubtedly attract. On this point, we note that

recent surveys and Department of Education estimates

consistently indicate that between 70 and 83 % of current

adjuncts lack a PhD or comparable terminal doctorate

(Coalition on the Academic Workforce 2012; 7Such per-

sons would find themselves in competition with a verita-

ble reserve army of doctorates who presently work in other

sectors of the economy. Indeed, recent evidence shows that

doctoral degree conferral at U.S. universities increased at

an annual rate of 5.4 % on average between 2002 and 2012

despite a well-known glut in the academic market (Council

on Graduate Schools 2013, Table 3.24). This suggests that

the number of PhD holders in non-academic positions is

only growing, increasing the likelihood that a great many

of them would reenter the academic job pool if a greater

number of full-time positions and higher salaries made it

more attractive.

This is not a light problem. If we care about helping the

current batch of adjuncts, it does not follow a priori that

raising adjunct pay (or replacing adjunct positions with

better positions) will actually help them. It will help the

people who get these better jobs, but many of them will be

different people from the people who currently work as

adjuncts. Again, we take no stance on what universities

should actually do. Instead, our point is that a serious

theory of adjunct justice must acknowledge and resolve

this problem.

How Adjunct Justice Could Affect Teaching
Quality

While our discussion thus far has examined the likely

effect of proposed adjunct justice measures upon the

employment status of the current adjunct population, we

must also ask about its likely effects upon the student body,

the primary customers of the university system. It is often

claimed that the overuse of adjuncts has detrimental effects

upon the quality of education provided, and elements of

this claim may be true. Yet the educational benefits and

detriments of adjuncting are not always clear. Most pub-

lished narratives emphasize the downsides but ignore some

of the less obvious upsides.

Consider for a moment what adjunct use permits in its

ideal form. Historically, adjuncting emerged as a means to

bring highly qualified expert practitioners into the class-

room on a part-time basis, thereby augmenting the educa-

tional experience of the students. These adjuncts hold full-

time jobs in closely related fields to their teaching subjects.

Accordingly, a student may be able to study criminal jus-

tice with a practicing attorney, take a literature or creative

writing class with a published author, learn about jour-

nalism from a reporter, or take a science class with a

chemical engineer. The benefits of this arrangement are

innumerable, as they allow students to tap the real-world

expertise of practitioners in their future career areas.

In fact, there is strong evidence that a sizable minority of

adjuncts still fit this description. The Coalition on the

Academic Workforce (2012, Table 12) survey indicates

that 26.7 % of adjunct respondents have other primary

occupations as their full-time job. While the remainder

have employment in contingent positions, some of them

quite precarious, we should not neglect this large subset of

adjuncts whose teaching interests are not necessarily

aligned with the main goals of the adjunct justice move-

ment. Any proposal to increase adjunct compensation

levels, or to convert adjunct positions into an inevitably

smaller number of full-time positions, would apply to all

adjuncts whether they are full-time adjuncts or working

professionals with other jobs who also moonlight in the

classroom. The ensuing loss of adjunct jobs that we have

predicted would adversely affect many persons who have

little interest in seeking a full-time faculty position and

deprive students of the opportunity to learn with these

working practitioner experts.

Students also derive other benefits from the current level

of adjunct faculty. While we often hear stories of rapidly

expanding enrollment patterns and declining numbers of

7 The most recent Department of Education table reflecting highest

degree attained dates to 2003 but reveals similar percentages as the

more recent Coalition on the Academic Workforce survey. See U.S.

Department of Education, Digest of Education Statistics 2014,

Table 315.50.
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full-time faculty, the U.S. Department of Education

statistics do not bear this out as a long-term trend. Suppose

we exclude enrollments from the greatly expanded for-

profit college industry (which, recall, is almost exclusively

dependent upon adjunct instructors) but only examine tra-

ditional, not-for-profit colleges, and universities. For the

latter institution types, the ratio of enrolled students to full-

time faculty in the United States is essentially unchanged in

the last four decades, hovering around 25 to 1. In 1970, the

ratio was 23.2 students per full-time faculty. In 2013, the

most recent available data indicate the ratio is 23.7 (U.S.

Department of Education, Digest of Education Statistics

2014, authors’ calculations derived from Tables 315.10 &

303.10). In other words, the growth of full-time faculty

positions has largely kept pace with the growth in student

enrollments at traditional not-for-profit institutions. Yet

adjunct numbers have also grown exponentially in this

same period.

These trends point to another benefit of the current

adjunct market. While student to full-time faculty ratios

have remained constant, the hiring of adjuncts has allowed

universities to offer a larger number of courses and a more

diverse range of faculty specializations. Even as we may

find reasons for concern in current adjunct pay levels, it is

nonetheless true that students benefit from having more

courses to choose from and a broader set of faculty

teaching them. As the proposed adjunct relief measures, we

have discussed would almost certainly result in a dimin-

ishment in adjunct positions and a sizable number of cur-

rent adjuncts losing their jobs, the number and type of

courses currently offered to students would likely diminish

as well.

This is not to say that current adjunct conditions are

suitable to effective instruction. Common adjunct com-

plaints such as the lack of access to offices, computers, and

other classroom support likely diminish the educational

experiences of students (although we also note some ten-

sion between these circumstances and the equally common

claim that adjuncts invest significantly more time and effort

in the classroom than faculty who operate under the pro-

tections of tenure and, reputedly, neglect their teaching).8

It is still probable that individual teaching quality would

improve to some degree through stronger institutional

support for adjunct instructors. Many of these support

mechanisms also involve improvements that are largely

unconnected to the pay grievances at the center of the

adjunct justice movement and could be adopted without

succumbing to the severe budgetary constraints associated

with providing new full-time positions for adjuncts. By

contrast, the question of adjunct pay presents a significantly

more complex problem where students are concerned.

Once again we are confronted with a matter of trade-

offs. Although adjunct conditions fall below our ‘‘mini-

mally good job’’ criteria, it is also the case that current

adjuncting practices enhance the educational experiences

of students through three aforementioned benefits: (1)

access to full-time professional practitioners who teach in

their fields on the side, (2) an increased number of course

offerings and type, and (3) a larger, more diverse, and more

specialized faculty. As the proposals under consideration

would almost certainly result in the elimination of many

current adjunct positions, students would also likely

experience a commensurate decline in each of these

benefits.

In return, stronger institutional support for adjuncts may

improve the teaching quality of adjunct-taught classes,

albeit across a much smaller pool of adjuncts under even

the most conservative set of minimally good job criteria.

The aforementioned job gentrification effects would also

likely squeeze out the lowest-performing adjuncts first,

improving instruction in another way. The point here is not

to take sides on the prudence of either course, but to

illustrate that the likely effects of any adjunct justice

proposition on teaching quality are at best ambiguous and

fraught with many of the same types of complex trade-offs

that we have seen with adjunct compensation. A more

robust argument for adjunct justice must also account for

these ambiguous results for the students, even if certain

features such as higher pay for classroom instruction are

taken as desirable.

Conclusion

For the record, this paper takes no stance on what adjuncts

are owed. Perhaps they are owed nothing. Perhaps they are

owed a great deal. We remain agnostic on this point.

Instead, we have argued that delivering adjuncts sig-

nificantly more than they presently receive is not an easy

task, and one that will always involve uncomfortable trade-

offs. To give adjuncts more, universities need more money.

They will have to reallocate that from other sources or raise

revenue. It is not obvious how easily they can do that

without serious unwanted negative effects. It is not clear

why universities should focus on helping adjuncts rather

than reducing their costs or otherwise helping poor stu-

dents. It is clear that universities can at best help some

adjuncts at the expense of the majority, whose positions

they eliminate. The moral or just way to make this trade-off

8 The literature on this subject is divided between studies that suggest

teaching effectiveness is harmed by adjunct conditions, and studies

that suggest contingent and/or adjunct faculty receive classroom

evaluations that are comparable to or more favorable than their

tenured colleagues. See in particular (Figlio et al. 2013; Wachtel

1998; Scheutz 2002, pp. 39–46; Bettinger and Long 2005; Ehrenberg

2005).
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is unclear. It is clear that increasing the pay, prestige, and

benefits associated with adjunct jobs, or with replacement

for adjunct jobs, will lead to increased competition for

those jobs and will thus come at the expense of the many,

perhaps even most, of very people the adjunct rights

movement is trying to help. Finally, it is clear that reducing

the use of adjuncts will in some ways reduce teaching

quality or the range of classes offered, though it is plausible

that the overall effect on teaching quality may be positive.

In any case, these and other difficult trade-offs compli-

cate the promised benefits of most casually offered adjunct

justice propositions. Any robust approach to the present

adjunct crisis will need to account for more than simple

assurances of higher wages to current adjuncts or budgetary

reallocations that assume an abundance of revenue sources

in an environment of few constraints.
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